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ABSTRACT

This abstract offers a brief enumeration and discussion of the strikingly
different environments that are generated as consequences of the diverse
architectural practices, techniques and methods carried out by Established (or
Cement or Modern) Construction and Earthen Construction. Because of the
nature of the topic the largest part of the chapter is covered by thematic
comparisons; the last part comprises rather general considerations of
important issues related to lifestyle.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION:

Architecture, as a static response to the human needs *1 has always been
highly interconnected with human lifestyle. Architecture determined and at
the same time reflected lifestyle. Architecture "holds within it a great power to
uplift the way humans live their daily lives". *2 It goes without saying that
lifestyle has always been a matter of great concern for humans, as it is directly
linked to human health, feelings, sensations, spirit and ultimate wellbeing. As
the physical surroundings are an extension of who we are as people, the built
environment significantly modifies our life. *3

Modern Architecture has changed lifestyle tremendously while being also
impacted by the rising socioeconomic needs of the modern societies; this is
revealed in the famous assessment of the skyscraper, which was made around
1900 by the architect Cass Gilbert, namely that the high elevation building is
"a machine that makes the land pay". *4

Being theorized as the eco-friendly architectural approach par excellence and
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having emerged to respond particularly to the urgent need for Green Building
with minimal environmental footprint, Earthen Architecture today represents
a reconsideration of all things architectural. It is therefore only normal that
Earthen Architecture ends up with a tremendous contrast to Modern
Architecture not only at the level of materials, practices, techniques, and
methods but also with respect to lifestyle.

2.0 COMPARISON THEMATIC OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE AND
EARTH ARCHITECURE

What follows is a thematic comparison of average lifestyles ensuing from
both, Modern Architecture and Earthen Architecture. The list of themes
encompasses five (5) basic axes, notably residence, transportation, social
context, natural environment, and urbanism & architectural landscape.
It must be said beforehand that the two strikingly different lifestyles can be
categorized as per the fundamentally different theoretical conception of each
architectural system, namely vertical (as regards Modern Construction) and
horizontal (when it comes to Earthen Architecture).

2.1 Residence:

2.1.1 Residence:

With Le Corbusier's vision of cities as 'tidy vertical machines', lifestyle
changed totally. Basic notions of humans' everyday life came to an end; the
fundamental concept of the neighborhood disappeared with the high
elevation buildings that pulled people apart from one another. For millennia,
the notion of human residence was intertwined with the notion of
neighborhood. For human lifestyle, despite all cultural differences between
the North and the South, the East and the West, neighborhood was
traditionally indispensable and commonly shared by all, irrespective of
geographic location, ethnic origin, linguistic differentiation, social stratum
and religious affiliation.
Yet, all of a sudden, for the sole needs of mid-19th c. architects and the 20th c.
Modern Architecture theorists, human life had to be deprived from
neighborhood and lifestyle had to be denied the chance and the privilege of a
real sociality. The anonymity within a high elevation building replaced the
eponymity of the traditional neighborhoods whereby the buildings never
went beyond the limit of 3-4 floors and only exceptionally reached the limit of
9-10 floors. Modern Architecture came therefore as a dramatic break in
tradition and as a social fracture.

Within the towers, residence became synonymous of isolation, dissociation
from the other humans, disconnection from the nature, introversion, and self
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focused lifestyle. The trend was intensified as it also impacted negatively the
family life, thus damaging another social cell.

Earthen Architecture stands at the very antipodes of Modern Construction
when it comes to residence; in fact, it represents a return to and a
reinstatement of the traditional lifestyle values and practices with the home
inhabitants close to one another and the ages-old notion of neighborhood
reinvigorated. This does not happen at the detriment of modernity and
technological advance, because the Earthen Building can undeniably be the
'Adaptive House' envisaged by M. C. Mozer. *5 With its horizontal approach
to the urban phenomenon, Earthen Architecture helps mitigate the excesses of
modernity and fuse tradition with technology, thus preserving social values
and long-cherished lifestyles. As an opposition to lifestyle ensued from
Modern Architecture, Earthen Architecture promotes social inclusion instead
of isolation, integration rather than dissociation, interconnection with in place
of disconnection from the nature, extroversion, and shared lifestyle.

2.1.2 Safety :

A particular aspect of residential lifestyle whereby differences between
Modern Architecture and Earthen Architecture can be striking is safety. Risks
from natural destruction are far greater for high elevation buildings than for
earthen buildings. In fact, safety is a key disadvantage of towers and
skyscrapers; in case of defective buildings or natural catastrophes, the extent
of the damage caused on the ground by a tower block will by definition be
immeasurably greater than that made by the largest earthen building in the
world. In this regard, safety is a serious concern during the construction, the
use and the demolition process of the building. Despite the advances made by
Japan in the demolition systems for high-rises, *6 demolition work is still a
serious concern in terms of safety, energy conservation, and environmental
protection; in addition, in many cases, it is still conducted in old-fashioned
ways in many parts of the world.

2.1.3 Evacuation :

Lifestyle is also impacted very differently by Modern Architecture and
Earthen Architecture when it comes to issues of evacuation. High elevation
buildings are more difficult to evacuate and the evacuation process can
hardly be carried out safely; even for those present in lower floors at the time
of an evacuation, always more serious challenges (ex. stampede) are at hand.
Despite the progress made in disaster management and security planning, *7
building evacuation under conditions of adversity is still far safer and more
successful to undertake in case of earthen building.

As far as high-rise building evacuation is concerned, it goes without saying
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that concerns are far greater for those living or working on higher floors. With
regard to skyscraper evacuation, a recent and flagrant example was offered in
the case of the Dubai building *8 named the Torch, which is a 79-story
skyscraper swept by a blaze on February 21st, 2015. According to reports in
the world mass media, "some residents said they had been told by staff that
the building’s fire alarms did not immediately sound and that reception staff
at the Torch were alerted to the fire by people in an adjacent building.“[The
Torch receptionists] got a call from Princess Tower telling them the building
was on fire. The alarms were not operating automatically,” said Archibald
Jurdi, a resident of the 76th floor". As per another report, *9 " witnesses said
the fire started with a grill located on one of the building's balconies".

2.1.4 House Price & Family / Personal Budget :

Lifestyle has a lot to do with the purchase of a house or apartment itself,
which in turn makes an inevitable link with the family (or personal) budget.
Today, in a great number of countries, the most common way to purchase or
extend a house is a mortgage; in many countries, most of the debt borne by
individuals has taken the form of mortgage. Only in the UK, mortgage
borrowing passed the threshold of GBP 1 trillion in May 2006. *10 Gradually
but irreversibly, lifestyle changed and adopted this practice (mortgage) which
was not common at all before 100 years. However, this socioeconomic
situation generated a bubble that went burst when confidence in the housing
market failed, and economic trouble affected dozens of millions of families in
the US and elsewhere.

Today, in a world of global economic hardship, lifestyle has to be adapted to
the current socioeconomic conditions, if a bright economic future is to be
sought after. When it comes to the housing market, Earthen Architecture is
the alternative of choice for families, couples and individuals with limited
budget and sensitive prioritizations. Earthen Architecture offers the most
cost-efficient design of building that takes account of the building's impact on
the natural environment; this is done by means of reduction of energy loss
through the building envelope, and of reduction of electrical energy.
Despite the existing differences of approach *11 to sustainable architecture
(concern for nature or climate; scale of focus; scale of design; etc.), Earthen
Building remains by far the most energy-efficient, eco-friendly, and healthy
home for families, couples and individuals with an average income.

As a highly localized system of architectural methods and techniques, Earthen
Architecture can draw on local experience and make it globally known and
beneficiary to many across the world; an example is the traditional wind
catcher, which is an architectural part of buildings in Yazd, Iran. Serving as a
cooling system, the wind catcher *12 provides ventilation thanks to the
renewable energy of wind. Modifying heat and adjusting the temperature of
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interior living spaces in regard to thermal comfort, the wind catcher could be
equally useful in any other part of the world with similar climatic
characteristics (hot, and dry or humid), thus offering the inhabitants the
benefit of cost-effective ventilation and heat modification.

Epitomizing customer environmental awareness and motivation, Earthen
Architecture is poised to bring forth the necessary lifestyle changes that are
requested in today's urban consumer societies. Modern Construction-based
lifestyle proved to be absolutely deficient and ultimately unsustainable; at
present, only 2% of the world’s land surface is covered by cities, but their
inhabitants consume 75% of the resources consumed by mankind. * 13 In this
regard, it goes without saying that Earthen Architecture associations,
governmental bodies, and international organizations have to work hand-in
hand to motivate people across the earth to shift to different, sustainable
lifestyle concepts and to set up different priorities, when a family (or person)
budget is made in view of house purchase plans.

2.1.5 Transportation:

Within the context of residence, transportation becomes an issue, particularly
for people residing in sky scrapers and other types of Modern Buildings; their
lifestyle involves extra expenses when it comes to transportation of heavy of
ultra-size furniture and home appliances. When families or individuals need
to hire movers to transport heavy furniture up to the 40th or the 70th floor, such as
a piano, they face extra expenses and this situation only adds to their
budget. In contrast, Earthen Buildings offer opportunities of lower cost
transportation / relocation to the inhabitants.

2.1.6 Communication:

Amajor issue of lifestyle is communication among people residing in the
same building and the surrounding structures and/or blocks. Here too, there
is a vast difference between the impact made by Modern Architecture and the
rebalancing effectuated thanks to Earthen Architecture.
Modern Architecture and its ultimate delivery, i.e. the high rise building,
condition human communication with the outer world and make it depend
almost exclusively on the elevator. Of course, this characterizes also everyone
working in a high elevation building. In fact, Modern Architecture imposes a
lifestyle burdened with restrictions because in case of elevator malfunction
and unavailability inhabitants carrying heavy luggage or even just some bags
will face a gravely hard experience. For cases of elder or invalid people,
pregnant women, and children, such an inconvenience signifies isolation from
the outer world or eventually home inaccessibility. As regards cases of
emergency, namely illness and transportation to the hospital, elevator
malfunction can at times cause death to the patient.
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In striking contrast, Earthen Architecture makes available homes that allow
the development of a more humane lifestyle, involving easy and 24X7
uninterrupted communication possibility with the outer world and the
neighborhood. Earthen Building as residence grants occupiers the 'ability to
live with a satisfying balance of psychological, physical, spiritual, intellectual
and emotional security; or in other words to live a generally fulfilling and
happy life'. *14

2.1.7 Force Majeure:

Also known as casus fortuitous, force majeure refers to extraordinary
occurrences that can happen in the lifetime of a human being, namely wars,
revolutions, riots, terrorist acts, strikes or natural disasters that are usually
described by the legal term 'acts of God', involving blizzards, hurricanes,
tornados, tropical cyclones, floods, tsunamis, limnic eruptions, avalanches,
landslides, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, wildfires, etc. * 15 These ominous
developments can totally reshape the lifestyle of people in the areas where
they occur; however, in most of the cases, evacuation plans are faster, easier
and more effective to implement in case of earthen buildings than for high
elevation structures.

2.1.8 Sustainable building:

Today, when it comes to residence, the concept of sustainable building that
implies low CO2 emissions and use of digital smart technologies represents
the emerging lifestyle. In contrast with the Modern Building and the ensuing
disregard for its environmental impact, Earthen Architecture can become the
much needed vehicle that will usher today's global world into an eco-friendly,
sustainable era of eco-conscious inhabitants, extended renovation-cycles,
lower operation costs, digital smart devices, and soft services (such as instant
information of the inhabitants on the current energetic well behavior of the
building) that guarantee low energy consumption.

2.2 Public & Private Transportation :

2.2.1 Public & Private Transportation :

Lifestyle is highly marked by the public and/or private transportation that
serves people willing to move from their homes to the school, the workplace,
the supermarket and the various locations available for shopping and
entertainment. With the transformation of modern cities in the middle 20th c.
and the expanded phenomenon of urbanization, density of housing started
having an impact on the way people move to workplaces, educational
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institutions and to shopping / entertainment areas. This caused a shift from
public transport use to widespread car dependency.

In fact, low density cities show high mobile energy consumption rates as
people depend on private transportation to move; contrarily, high density
cities are relatively fuel-efficient because people prefer to either rely on public
transportation means or walk / bike.
Modern Architecture contributed to the formation of a lifestyle that hinges on
high density cities and private car dependency, thus exacerbating
environmental pollution and aggravating the health conditions of increased
urban populations. As reaction to it, the concept of sustainable mobility or
environmentally sustainable transport emerged. First to define the concept
were the European Union (then European Communities) in 1992, and the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 1994.
*16
In contrast, Earthen Architecture comes up with a lower density city model
that can become integral part of a new, eco-friendly and green lifestyle; in
addition, Earthen Architecture reflects rather principles of localism, concepts
of decentralized societies and ideals of communalism and community-based
lifestyle that seem to be far more relevant of today's world than of the
conditions of the mankind before 50 years. Surveys demonstrate that
improved public transport and the introduction of traffic restraint measures
such as road user charges can affect the attitude of citizens and modify their
lifestyle, adjusting it to the rising demand for sustainable development. * 17

2.2.2 Social - Cultural Context :

As it becomes clear from the aforementioned, Modern Architecture set up a
totally different built environment that affected lifestyle in many aspects. The
socio-cultural aspects of lifestyle change due to Modern Architecture go
beyond any description. The rhythm of the everyday life became incredibly
speedier, daily habits were modified or forgotten, traditional behavior became
obsolete, western trends spread across the world only to eradicate local
cultures, the numerous and diverse identities were blurred, and long
cherished values were disrespected. Uniformity of Architecture brought
about uniformity of Lifestyle, and this occurred in direct contrast with the
past.

The new lifestyle generated its own dynamics that only added to the
deformation of the traditional, local human lifestyle that prevailed before the
global diffusion of Modern Architecture. Without the earlier notion of
neighborhood and the courtyard, children grew very differently in high
elevation buildings and were exposed to television addiction, to video &
video game addiction, and more lately to Internet and Computer addiction.
This troublesome experience disconnected children and adults from one
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another, utterly modifying their mentality, health, attitude and socio
behavioral system. Today's gravest social problems (drugs, bullying,
organized crime, etc.) are certainly not due to Modern Architecture but to
great extent they are owed to the ensuing lifestyle that was imposed because
of the modern architects' disrespect of traditional prescripts, forms and
concepts.

Earthen Architecture, in striking contrast, can alleviate all the socio-behavioral
troubles ensued from Modern Construction-based lifestyle. Revitalizing local
perspectives, reinstating traditional values, re-inventing the notions of
neighborhood and courtyard, and restructuring the otherwise unsustainable
modern architectural landscape, the Earthen Building marks by definition the
long-awaited return to human-scale, sustainable lifestyle. In our times, of
increased numbers of refugees and asylum-seekers, multi-ethnic,
multicultural and multi-media societies and socio-cultural segmentation and
mutation, this may be ecologically necessary, socially indispensable, and
politically correct.

2.2.3 Natural Environment:

Modern Construction affected lifestyle also with respect to the natural
environment; the inhabitants of high rise buildings are genuinely
disconnected from nature in many ways. People, who were used to grow
their own foods in small gardens, found it impossible to continue their
traditional lifestyle after they moved to a high rise building; those who were
accustomed to gardening had to content themselves with indoor gardening
only. Modern Construction-based lifestyle forces people to get dissociated
from the natural environment, and in the best of the cases it is associated with
artificially made landscape.
Even worse, Modern Construction-based lifestyle also involves the exposure
to unnecessary and even unnatural environment. Mega-skyscrapers cast long
shadows, forcing people to live and walk in a much unwelcome way. This proved
to be very unpleasant for people living, working or passing by these
high elevation structures. The extent of the problem is such that recently
architects decided to check whether a shadowless building could be
eventually designed; using computer modeling to design a pair of buildings,
they designed one building that works like a gigantic, curved mirror. In that
case, the glass surface of the northernmost building would reflect light down
into the shadow cast by the southern building. Ultimately, the carefully
defined curve of that glass would allow the reflected light to follow the
shadow throughout the day. The reflected light would be diffuse, not a
focused lethal ray. *18

Similar issues may eventually be corrected thanks to advanced technology,
but the original fact remains that Modern Construction-based lifestyle is an
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exception in the History of the Mankind in the sense that it severely detaches
people from the natural environment. Contrarily, Earthen Construction-based
lifestyle incorporates human habitat into the nature, thus offering the
possibility to make the perfect match between architectural tradition and
sustainable modernity. *19

2.2.4 Urbanism – Architectural Landscaping :

Modern Architecture and Earthen Architecture impose strikingly different
lifestyle either in small or large scale. Whether we observe the dissimilarity at
the level of family residence, which corresponds to the very cell of the society,
namely the family, or we examine the difference at the overall level of urban
agglomeration, Modern Architecture-based lifestyle is diametrically opposed
to that characterizing people living in earthen built environment.

3.0 CONCLUS:ION :

Due to the overwhelming expansion and wide acceptance of Modern
Architecture, several negative trends emerged thus making of the modern city
management a perplex undertaking. The formation of clusters of cities, the
decline of the urban life quality, the spatial expansion of cities, the socio
cultural segregation, and the difficulty to ensure seamless interoperability of
the diverse processes involved (environmental, economic, socio-cultural,
institutional) turned most of today's cities into unhealthy realms,
unmanageable entities, and unsustainable agglomerations. Thence rose the
need of integrated approaches to the urban phenomenon; the target was the
establishment of an integrated assessment for sustainable cities in view of
proper urban planning.

A holistic approach to urban planning led to the
inception of the urban metabolism concept. Projects were subsequently
developed in order to provide the respective authorities with integrated city
planning tools and with a vision for sustainable development; an exemplary
case in this regard was Maastricht 2030, a 4-year project launched in 1999. *20
When it comes to Urbanism, Earthen Architecture-based lifestyle involves
energy efficiency, reduction of the housing density, and sustainable lifestyle
patterns that could all be comprised within a city planning instrument which
could help integrate the physical infrastructure, the social infrastructure, and
the city economy.

Recent studies defined the morphological and
infrastructure concepts of sustainable cities *21 and emphasized the design
approaches to them, thus highlighting the importance of strategic framework
able to pull modern societies far from the impasse where we were driven
because of the unsustainability of Modern Architecture and Urbanism.
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